
hot_holly: slippery bar can be fun 
D r a z:  whistles ..looking at holly ....whatever  can  you mean  

hot_holly: imagine baby oil all over it and then lets say andrea and me sliding all over it half 
naked together 
DeLucks: winks* at holly 

andrea_33: laughs 
hot_holly: *grins at Draz* that to 
hot_holly: *winks at DeLucks* 

D r a z: woohoo the 3 soemof dreams .....holly rachel and andrea 
hot_holly: *giggles* 

hot_holly: *laughs* 
hot_holly: *peels off my shirt laying it to the side* 
rachel_75_1: and i looked.......cus lol 

rachel_75_1: watches holly as she places her skirt so gracefuly mmmmmmmmmmm  
hot_holly: *laughs* but i'm a perv 
rachel_75_1: lmao holly  

hot_holly: *winks* 
rachel_75_1: same ere lmao 
rachel_75_1: *smiles* 

DeLucks: scratches  head,,,,shirt,,or skirt?? 
andrea_33: winks at draz, the great flatterer 
andrea_33: works too 

rachel_75_1: auto reaction tho aint it lol 
hot_holly: shirt 
hot_holly: i havent removed my skirt yet 

rachel_75_1: it is like when someone says dont look down you automatic look down  
hot_holly: lol... 
rachel_75_1: shoot sorry lol <<<eager beaver lmaoo 

andrea_33: lalughs 
hot_holly: *giggles unzips my skirt and slides it down just for rachel* 

rachel_75_1: smiles all innocently as i blush hehe  
andrea_33: smiles , but i look too 
D r a z: woo hoo holly 

DeLucks: ohhh,,turns head...if it's just for rachel 
hot_holly: lol... 
rachel_75_1: lmao DeLicks 

DeLucks: whistling .loking at ceiling 
hot_holly: *shimmies my shoulders feeling my breasts bounce in the cups of my pink bra* 
toonteo87: true hot 

toonteo87: hmm 
D r a z:  watches  the other holly assetts  jiggle  
toonteo87: blow kiss to sexy hot 

hot_holly: *winks catches the kiss and tucks it away for later* 
hot_holly: hi soul 

rachel_75_1: whispers wonders if my skills at lock picking is the same as picking a bra    

DeLucks: Hi  soul 
D r a z:  sit back and watch soul 
hot_holly: *grins at rachel* i would take it off to but the rules you know 

rachel_75_1: lmao i know hehe 
andrea_33: damn rules 

hot_holly: *giggles* 
rachel_75_1: fiddles the rules too lmaoooo  
rachel_75_1: but shhh  

hot_holly: lol... 
andrea_33: wont tell 
rachel_75_1: dont tell anyone  

hot_holly: *laughs* 



alchemicsoul-DJ: *falls back into his chair, looking around the room* 
D r a z:  smiles and   thumbs the rule book and pulls and cage down over the bar  

hot_holly: lol.... 
toonteo87: wave at ndrea 
andrea_33: laugh draz 

hot_holly: *steps into the cage* 
rachel_75_1: woooot 
D r a z:  smiles looking at holly and andrea and rachel 

mariohoops: michigan here 
DeLucks: hmmm,,wonders if to keep holly in ,,or others out.. 

rachel_75_1: runs frantically across the bar ya dont have to ask me twice lol 
mariohoops: michigan here 
rachel_75_1: jumps in head 1st  

hot_holly: *grasps the straps of my bra sliding it down my arms* 
D r a z:  rule  34  b subsection 24  .......... dancers and performeres cane get nude in the 
cages provided  

D r a z:  there 
andrea_33: leaps into cage 
toonteo87: watching carefully  

hot_holly: *dances around the cage shaking my ass in my pink thong* 
rachel_75_1: slips out of my clothes slowly as am in the best place now taking my time 
teasing the crowd  

hot_holly: iubesc read the banner 

toonteo87:   drooling 
D r a z:  hands toon binoculars  ..................other way rouind ...dont get  flustered  

andrea_33: udoes bra and holds in front of me, dancing around the cage,  
toonteo87: lol 
hot_holly: *slides my hand behind me to unclasp my bra holding it in front with the other 

hand* 
hot_holly: very sexy ladies *grins at rachel and andrea* 

rachel_75_1: dnaces around hot and andrea as my bra n thong still feels too much for such 
an occassion winks 
andrea_33: damn draz and iwas just about to pm ibuz 

toonteo87: yohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh throwing flower toward her brilliant 
clevage 

toonteo87:    
D r a z:  smiles and pencils in the margin of the rule book .... thank god had teh fioresight  
for such a day 
andrea_33: bra slips out of my hand, and falls out of cage 

hot_holly: *holds my bra with both hands squeezes my breasts and dropping it down some 
then slides it back up to keep my breasts covered for now shaking my hips* 
D r a z:  watches  that  shaking hips and jiggling breasts  

toonteo87: bouncing breast with throbbing organ 
rachel_75_1: as i dance i feel the preassure of my bra being pushed to the limit......snap 
goes the bra as i cover my nipples startled it broke 

andrea_33: covering my breasts wth my hands now, shaking my bod in tiem with hollys 
DeLucks: hearing all the commotion,,,risksa look at cage 
hot_holly: *grins pushes my ass back against the bars of the cage grinds on it slowly lifting 

up my bra exposing my bare breasts holds it by the strap and twirls it around my finger* 
rachel_75_1: watching holly n andrea so sexy dancing around me  
D r a z:  picks up the discarded clothing and puts safely behind the bar  

andrea_33: grabs rach, and dances with her close 
toonteo87: try to get nearer to the cage 

andrea_33: my hands on her back, my bare breasts tight agains hers 
DeLucks: awww  darn was just going to take a few pics 



hot_holly: *watches rachel and andrea dancing with me in the cage giggles and tosses my 
bra up cups my breasts while dancing around in the cage* 

rachel_75_1: feeling andrea so close soft skins melting into one anothers  
hot_holly: Juba read the banner 
andrea_33: takes down my long hair, letting it flow over my shouldders 

D r a z:  smiles watching   holly and andrea setting  the place a light 
rachel_75_1: reaches out n runs my fingers through holly's hair as she glides past us sexily  
toonteo87: starting to dance inthe scene watching lovely angels 

hot_holly: *smiles and winks at rachel giving her ass a little playful spank* 
DeLucks: shrugs,,damn the rules,,,starts sneaking a few  snaps 

rachel_75_1: arching backwards then as i flip forwards whips andrea with my flowing long 
hair hehe  
rachel_75_1: squeals as holly playfully spanks me  

andrea_33: smiles and gives her other cheek a playful spank 
hot_holly: *grabs onto the bars and pushes my breasts between them rubbing up and down 
the length of the bar* 

D r a z: grisn watching  all the wiggling and jiggling ..such chaotic erotica 
andrea_33: winks at holly 
DeLucks: wishes I had remembered to pack the zoom lens 

hot_holly: *winks at andrea* 
rachel_75_1: squeals in a higher pitch 2 sexy ladies spanking me mmmmmmmmmmmmm  

toonteo87: get closer to the bar palce a   in hot sexy clevage 

andrea_33: giggling now cant help it, so much fun 
hot_holly: *giggles* 
rachel_75_1: as i look into their eyes each in turn as i giggle very cheekily  

hot_holly: *dances back sliding my hands down my tummy and to my hips hooking my 
thumbs into the sides of my thong and tugs it down a little showing off a little more skin 
teasing the men and the ladies* 

D r a z: woo hoo  such sexy  strip    
rachel_75_1: sliding my nails sexually down their backs as i shiver in sheer happiness 

hot_holly: *kisses andrea back softly* 
D r a z:  keep away from the cage  
D r a z: hello  skpe  

rachel_75_1: kisses andrea softly on her cheek then turns n kisses holly on hers  
hot_holly: *turns my ass to the guys bending over and wiggles it at them reaches back to 
smack my ass* 

DeLucks: walks  around room,,snapping a few pics,,from different angles 
andrea_33: sighs and dances, sliding my bikini bottom down a little 
D r a z:  woohoo holly    

toonteo87: yehhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
andrea_33: laughs at the sound of the smack holly makes 
hot_holly: *groans rubbing the spank out on my bare flesh winks at andrea slides both 

hands down the backs of my thighs* 
D r a z:  watches  all the girls  stripping ....spanking and wiggling 
hot_holly: *smiles at rachel* 

toonteo87: watchingwhat is draz watching 
rachel_75_1: crawling across the cage on my all 4's as i slide up holly's body doing the dirty 
dancing i learnt hehe  

hot_holly: *turns back around gripping the bar on the cage presses myself against it grinds 
my hips into it rubbing my heat up and down* 

rachel_75_1: smiles back @ holly hehe  
hot_holly: *grins feels rachel up behind me dancing on her* 
DeLucks: walking  past therostat,,turns down heat,and flicks on the A/C 

rachel_75_1: twirls into andrea's arms as i kiss her softly on her sweet wet lips 
D r a z:  hands out free water ...sheesh 

toonteo87: what a lucky cage   



andrea_33: comes up behind rach and holly , runs my hands up and down rachs sides,  
feeling her soft lovely skin 

rachel_75_1: winks @ holly mmmmmmmm  
D r a z:  loook at the dirty dirty dancers 
hot_holly: *giggles glances over at DeLucks as he snaps pictures* 

D r a z:  come on guys dont pm the girls  
toonteo87: a nice sandwich which i want to swallow 
D r a z:  comment in here  

rachel_75_1: *adjusts my thong secretly hoping no one can see me in a spot of bother*  
andrea_33: giggles at rachs predicament 

toonteo87:    
D r a z:  looks at  rachel  in  big trouble  
andrea_33: missing nothing 
rachel_75_1: lol 

hot_holly: *drops to my knees thrusting them forward then back out slides my hand down 
the front of my thong slowly teasing my lips through the material* 

andrea_33: my breasts pressing into her back in the dance 
DeLucks: smiles,,and watches  the 3 sexy girls having fun 
rachel_75_1: as i slide across the cage floor seductively, reaching the bars as i slide up  

toonteo87: hot hot 
DeLucks: wow  39  pics already 
hot_holly: *trails my fingers down my inner thigh and back up to the front of my thong 

slowly  slides my fingertips just inside moving them teasingly under my thong* 
rachel_75_1: climbing up the bars and hang from my ankles to set my mind in place  
D r a z: watches  the   hot dancers in the cage  

andrea_33: startto slide my scanty bottom down my long legs, then slowly bring it back,  
hot_holly: *grins at andrea as she does* mmm sexy 
toonteo87: trynig to scan holly ;s wonderful body 

rachel_75_1: reaches back up as i climb down falling into andrea's hot breats  
D r a z:  go  littkle bad girls ] 
DeLucks: pheww lucky thing  put in new batteries  and  8 gig card 

alchemicsoul-DJ: *falls back into the room* 
andrea_33: cmes over to rach, strokes her legs hanging there, looking into her eyes 

SpitfireBridge74: ok time for me to go cook thanks for the show ladies  

toonteo87:    
hot_holly: *slides my thong down a little more just barely exposing my lips* 
rachel_75_1: as i lick my lips feeling the thirst build up within  

DeLucks:    
D r a z:  watches  the thong sliding down   
andrea_33: holds rachs hands on my breasts, mmmmmm 

DeLucks: switching on viseo mode 
DeLucks: video 
hot_holly: *slips my hands back up to my breasts squeezes them shaking my hips around to 

the beat* 
toonteo87: hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

andrea_33: puts my hands under her bra............. 
toonteo87: try to see perky nipp 
rachel_75_1: feeling the beat of her heart as mine is also beating faster lookin into her eyes  

hot_holly: *thumbs my hard nipples glances at toon* 
andrea_33: unclasps her bra, letting it fall to the floor 
toonteo87: suc my lips 

andrea_33: bending to kiss her sweet nipples 
D r a z:   places  3  $ 100 dollar bills in the bars of the c age  
toonteo87: feeling her perkiness 



andrea_33: smiles at draz' generosity 
hot_holly: *dances my ass down squating with my legs parted holding my breasts and 

pinches my hard nipples dancing back up pushes my ass out shaking it* 
hot_holly: *smiles at Draz* 
rachel_75_1: as i shiver against her soft touch making me tingle so much as i glimpse over 

at holly smiling as i brush my fingers through andrea's hair  

toonteo87:    
rachel_75_1: smiles thank you Draz  

hot_holly: *slides my fingers down to my thong pulling it up again and tugs it down a little 
further this time* 
D r a z: watches  the  thong  slipping down  ........mmm   

hot_holly: *grins and slides it back up turns my ass at Draz shaking it* 
andrea_33: sighing with pleasure at hre touch, watching holly's thong slide down 
D r a z:  grins seeing all the glorious assetts on show  

toonteo87: my eye balls lol   wann escape frpm my orbit  
andrea_33: swats away unwanted distraction 

hot_holly: *hooks my fingers into my thong slowly begins to slide it down from my hips and 
ass peeling it along my legs bending over pushing my ass out shaking it giving the guys a 
peek of my pussy* 

alchemicsoul-DJ: *dies from the view he just got* 
toonteo87: watching brilliant butt 
toonteo87: ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

andrea_33: smiles at the beautiful sight of holly , heart stopping 
rachel_75_1: sighs as my plan for the thongs destroyed as i slide across the floor swiftly 
hehe  

D r a z: smiles seeing  the treasures  
hot_holly: *reaches back to spank my ass again and groans* 
andrea_33: giggles at the  spank, and the reaction of the crowd 

rachel_75_1: swinging to the beat mmmmmmmmm  
toonteo87: every organ inside my body throbbing 
D r a z:  watches  holys ass turn punk 

hot_holly: *giggles stepping out of the thong completely dancing around the cage* 
D r a z:  pink^ 
andrea_33: my hands wander over rachs fab body, sending shivers up my spine 

hot_holly: *blows a kiss to soul* 

toonteo87:    
alchemicsoul-DJ: Wooo! 
andrea_33: a hush falls over the room as everyone gazes at hollys nude bod 
D r a z: woo hoo  holly ............... pornstar dancving indeed  
rachel_75_1: as i slide across the floor steals the thongs in my teeth as i pass to andrea for 

safe keeping hehe 
toonteo87: so tasty 
hot_holly: *giggles at rachel* 

andrea_33: tosses thongs out the bars 
D r a z:  next  thought through everyones mind  ............gotta get me some  
DeLucks: grinning  watching the 3 dirty lil dancers,,sanpping more pics 

D r a z:  catches the thiongs and puts them with the rest of the clothes 
hot_holly: now think about the slippery bar would be fun 
rachel_75_1: then presses myself against andrea as i touch her trailing my nails across her  

andrea_33: kicks mine out too, draz grabs it 
toonteo87: soft nice body meet each other 
andrea_33: now everyone knows im a real redhead 

toonteo87: *****8 
hot_holly: *giggles* 

D r a z: god almighty  look at that body 



rachel_75_1: hehe  
DeLucks: nods  and winks* at andrea 

D r a z: woohoo  andrea 
andrea_33: smiles at delucks 
hot_holly: nobody knows my true color *laughs* 

D r a z:  hahaha 
D r a z:  bald as ababy pussy 
andrea_33: have to guess , laugh 

rachel_75_1: lol 
hot_holly: yes Draz 

toonteo87: nipple is pink 

toonteo87:    
rachel_75_1: i aint gonna mention polish again  
rachel_75_1: lol 

D r a z: laffs rachel 
hot_holly: *giggles looks for my thong*  

hot_holly: oh no someone took it! 
andrea_33: winks at rach, huggs her 
D r a z: waves it at holly  

andrea_33: draz has charge of them holly 
rachel_75_1: slaps holly cheekily as i point to andrea *giggles* 
hot_holly: he has to give it back i cant come out of the cage naked lol... 

andrea_33: assumes innocent look 
andrea_33: none of us can 
D r a z:  walks over  to  the cage  with  3  LAB robes  

hot_holly: ty Draz 
toonteo87: 3 wonderful body  
rachel_75_1: her cute lil ass glowing as she is searching for her thongs  

andrea_33: i dont mind, stretches out on floor 
hot_holly: lol... 
D r a z:  opens the cage door and sklides the robes in 

andrea_33: wake me when i can dress 
DeLucks: Smiles  and CLAPSSSSSSS...well done ladies 

hot_holly: *takes the robe slipping it on around me steps out of the cage* 
hot_holly: ty DeLucks 
D r a z:  woo hoo  girklssssssssssss    

andrea_33: dons robe, ty draz 
hot_holly: ty Draz 
toonteo87: well done hot 

rachel_75_1: thank you Draz as i put the soft fluffy robe on and steps out following holly n 
andrea smiling 
hot_holly: ty toon 

D r a z:  absolutely stunning sghow girls  ////////////claps claps claps 
andrea_33: mmm nice robe, have to steal it 
hot_holly: ty Draz 

DeLucks: hmmmm,,83  pics...and 5 min of video 
greatlakesbob: ga everyone 
D r a z:  bob s missed it 

toonteo87: amazing 
andrea_33: thank you draz and all 
rachel_75_1: lmao DeLicks  

D r a z:  woo hoo girls  
hot_holly: bob did miss it 

greatlakesbob: don't i always? lsughs 
rachel_75_1: lmao Draz  
andrea_33: he usually doesnt miss  much 

greatlakesbob: stuff happens what can i say  



D r a z:  haha  
DeLucks: ohhh  got some good ones rachel,,,,Smiles 

rachel_75_1: gdgd DeLicks lol 
D r a z:  hope she was worth it bob  
andrea_33: not for publicatioin delucks 

hot_holly: *giggles* 
greatlakesbob: had important things to take care of sighs 
D r a z:  ahahah 

rachel_75_1: lmaooo  
hot_holly: lol... 

andrea_33: publication 
greatlakesbob: smiles @ andrea you'll never find that out winks 
D r a z: will be putting it on the website later 

alchemicsoul-DJ: lol 
greatlakesbob: oh really? 
andrea_33: oh bob , keeping secrets from me? 

greatlakesbob: cool 
DeLucks: hands  Draz  some bills,,drinks for the sexy ladies   please Draz 
greatlakesbob: ah hah shhhhhhhhh dont tell though 

rachel_75_1: bob whispered he wanted to have a............be4 cumming online lol  
andrea_33: laugh rach 
hot_holly: ty DeLucks 

greatlakesbob: looks @ rach 

greatlakesbob: you werent supposed to tell    
rachel_75_1: lmaooo 

DeLucks: My pleasure holly..Ty  smiles 
hot_holly: some of the guys went silent i wonder if they are ok 
andrea_33: thank you too delucks, raises glass 

D r a z:  hands out free drinks to  the girls  
alchemicsoul-DJ: oh, I just had to pass out for a second there... only way to deal with what I 
was seeing on stage lol 
greatlakesbob: they're probably finishing up smiles 

toonteo87: lean back to the bar & dreaming about soft bodies touch   

DeLucks: enjoy andrea,,,,I did,,Smiles 
andrea_33: smiles, ty draz 
rachel_75_1: thanks DeLicks as i sip my drink mmmm delicious  

hot_holly: *laughs* 
D r a z: walks around with defib and oxygen   
rachel_75_1: lmao  

hot_holly: next time will have to make it a little hotter 
greatlakesbob: you enjoyed  andrea then DeLucks? 
rachel_75_1: deffo  

DeLucks: enjoyed all 3 of the girls,,bob 
leon22_2: a woman looking for sex private 
greatlakesbob: oh wow must have been  fantastic then hah 

alchemicsoul-DJ: lol  
andrea_33: it was a 3 some bob 


